Vw 1600 air cooled firing order

Setting the timing is step 5 in the tune up procedure. Ignition timing is dependent upon the rest
of the ignition system being set up properly. Accurate timing cannot be achieved unless you
have sufficient compression, correct valve clearance, correct ignition point gap, correct spark
plug gaps and the engine is at normal operating temperature. These steps apply to all methods:
Turn the engine using the crankshaft pulley nut until the rotor button remove distributor cap so
you can see the rotor button is aligned with the groove in the distributor rim and the timing
mark on the crankshaft pulley is aligned with the crankcase seem. If your pulley has two timing
marks the one on the right is 10 degrees BTC before top dead center and the one on the left is
for 7. If your pulley has three notches they will be, from left to right, 5 deg. ATC, 7. BTC See
photo. You do not need an expensive timing light to adjust your ignition timing. For air cooled
Volkswagen engines a simple test light consisting of a 12 volt lamp and two leads with alligator
clamps is not only sufficient but recommended. You can easily make one yourself or you can
buy one at an auto parts store. Loosen the clamp at the base of the distributor until you can turn
the distributor with your hand. Connect one lead of your test light to terminal 1 on the
distributor and the other to a solid ground. Turn the distributor body clockwise until the
contacts of the ignition points are closed. Turn on the ignition switch but do not start the
engine. Turn the distributor counterclockwise until the test light comes on just as the contact
points are opening and tighten down the clamp. The steps for using a volt meter to set your
ignition timing are the same as those for using a test lamp. Instead of watching for the test light
to come on you will be watching for a voltage reading on the meter. When the contact points are
closed the meter should show 0. When the points begin to open voltage will be indicated on the
meter. Use chalk or something similar to the timing mark on the crankshaft pulley to make it
easier to see with the timing light. Connect one lead of your test light to the number 1 spark
plug wire on the distributor and the other to a solid ground. Start the engine and aim the timing
light at the top of the crankshaft pulley. Rotate the distributor body until the appropriate mark
on the crankshaft pulley is aligned with the crankcase seam. Tighten down the distributor
clamp. NOTE: Be very careful of the belt and other moving parts when performing this
procedure. First published in , this classic manual of automotive repair equips VW owners with
the knowledge to handle every situation they will come across with any air-cooled Volkswagen
built through , including Bugs, Karmann Ghias, vans, and campers. Easy to understand and fun
to read information. For novice and veteran mechanics alike. Anecdotal descriptions, and clear
language, this book takes the mystery out of diagnostic, maintenance, and repair procedures,
and offers some chuckles along the way. Unfortunately all air cooled VWs do not use the same
setting. Dont you have a book? Every car owner should have a manual. Thats where you will
find make and model specific settings like that. I do understand your frustration however,
perhaps I will add a list of every setting for every VW engine ever made, but that would be quite
a task. Hi My beetle just has the one notch on the crankshaft pully but has three marks on the
engine. I guess these are timing marks too. How do I time correctly with the marks on the
engine? I have a baja with a built to a with a bigger cam and a holley carb. Top advise, many
thanks -- just bought a project followed the advise above and it fired up dtraight awayâ€¦â€¦. The
distributor poped out. It is in two pieces the middle conection can only go one way but the other
end has 13 teeth. Any ideas. Great work David. Some of these things are not only simple and
unique but they WORK!!! Thank you. Is this true for all years of aircooled vws? I keep seeing
thing that say this method may be used on only earlier modles or so and before and that for
example my 71 ghia engine must use a different method. Connect one lead of your test light to
terminal 1 on the distributor is this going to the 1 plug, and if so do I pull the cable out? Turn on
the ignition switch but do not start the engine my engine starts right up, should I pull the coil
cable? Hi Brett -- Your VW will start up when you turn the key to the on position? Normally you
have to turn it a bit farther to engage the starter motor and then let it ease back to the on
position once it starts. Your engine should not start when you click the key over to on in a VW
or any other car. Thanks VW nut, I think I got it. Thanks a bunch, sounds too simple. I pulled out
all spark plugs replaced with new and ensured spark gets to each plug. I cleaned rotor and
inside dist cap. I pulled off each rocker cover and saw all springs were moving and also
squirting a bit of oil around. However I am not sure what is normal with valves etc thx BCyril.
Great information but if this question is stupid please excuse, I know the firing order is but on
the distributor where do these cables go and which cable is 1 4 3 2 where is 1 on the distributor
on a 72 bus looking at it from the rear? Car also appears to have electronic ignition instead of
points. Assuming all other engine items are good, what is the sequence of steps involving the
jets that one follows? Thanks kb. To july 12 anonymous Re 72 running on: there is a gadget that
screws into left side of carb called an electromagnetic shut-off valve that is supposed to cease
the engine running when key is turned off, maybe it needs reolacement. Just need to put into
practice, VDub novice. If it has a dual port intake manifold, either 2 separate carburetors, one on

each sideâ€¦or it uses a single carburetor wih with a 3 piece intake manifold joined by rubber
bots with clamps and it is a stock engineâ€¦. That little notch is where you put 1. Mark on the
bottom of the distrib case with a piece of chalk under where the rim notch is. Then put the
distrib cap on and seat it on the base with no wires connected. Take 1 and you will find on on
the top that lines up with the mark you made on the bottom of distrib that also lines up with the
small notch on the rim. So now you have 1, then just work clockwise 1,4,3,2. I have a dual port
webber with flash arrestors. We just found it in the barn after 22yrs of not running. I think it is a
-- 71 -- The problem is that this distrib does not have a vacuum advance! So how does it take
care of advancing the timing and other chores????? Mike- the distributor you have is a bosch
with centrifugal advance. I have a dual port every thing is new
battery,dist,starter,wires,plugs,and a swap kit for 12 volt alt. I recently bought a 66 bug, Its
stalling out when I come to a stop. Lots a power when Im running. Someone has suggested I
attempt to set the points. Im scared I might really srew it up. Setting the points on an air cooled
VW is just a routine matter. If you want that bug to run well you MUST tune it up regularly,
including points and valve clearances. So you need to learn how to do it yourself or find a good
VW mechanic who can do it for you. I recommend that you do it yourself. It isnt too difficult
once you get a little bit of experience with it. For all bugs running original spec. Bosch
plugs,dizzy cap,rotor,points and condensor. Dont use cheap, crapola ,asian knock-offs. They
cause poor performance and dont last. The distrubutor is designed for constant hi-speed
driving-at hi revs it perfoms great BUT in the real world its not great for everyday driving. It is
not cheap-but it is well worth paying for a good Original Bosch dizzy. BUT, my left drivers side
carb is leaking fuel at a rapid rate. Other symptoms include backfiring and almost no power in
4th gear. The air filter on left side is also saturated in fuel. Any advice? Also, looking for baja
style running boards and have lug converters to make them 5 point lugs for changing wheel
type. Willing trade for sell. If there are anymore website any can point me to i would be grateful.
What is the best way to determine top dead center? Is this correct? Driver Side 4 Passenger
Side 2. Distributor 1 at , clockwise 4, 3, 2. I have a dist aftermarket pulley elect points with aj
stamped on case what is the proper timeing setting at 5 degrees iidles great runs bad flat spots
just wanns know the proper degrees to this motor I can static and have gun light thanks. Also
noted it has been carburated from fuel injected with elec fuel with a 31 pic 2 if it matters. First
Dennis ask your mechanic to teach you. So have the Pro tell you and take good notes. My
distributor points were replaced with electronic points and my distributor is a The videos
explain vw fixes by a beautiful family of vw mechanics. So, grab a test light and your mechanic
and ask if you can get a lesson on how to use it. The timing of your vw will be almost as unique
as you. Okay, maybe not that unique, but because previous owners may have changed parts
even your car owners manual may be out of date with all of your cars possible updates. I took
the chance of using a test light with the car in idle while adjusting the distributor and tightening
it down. I watched the Bug Me Videos and just followed their lead. And I watched and
re-watched those videos till I got up enough nerve to take out the engine and smile as I passed
it every morning for a week. Then I grabbed a timing light and had someone rev the engine
between while spotting the light gun at 28, and with my spark plug gap set at 28 I found myself
cruising past that old mechanic shop. Hey just so you know my bug p00ped out so I changed
the spark plugs and found a bad wire on number 4. The bugs been running fine for two years
now, so I think a few new parts are in order. Back and forth from San Diego to Los Angeles for a
year and no break downs. Now my bug just sits and waits for me. If he tells you then start doing
it over and over and drive and feel the difference. Then take it in at least every six months for a
professional mechanics touch. Let him know what your doing in between tune ups. My
mechanic is my bugs other best friend. I finally got an old air cooled VW and it sure is nice to
have plain old honest to gosh and true mechanics to do. Had an 84 westfalia which I loved. Sold
it to get a bug and even though the one I bought had a lot of trouble, it truly is a labor of love
fixing it up. The intentions were good, but they just didnt know how. Thanks for your site, too. I
am new to classic beetles. I restore boats from salvage that I see have value potential and
re-sell them. I know boat parts from years of knowledge working with them. I got the beetle
German as part of a deal for a boat I sold. I only started by replacing things like a starter and
front wheel bearing and brakes that I thought were old. I want to learn about what websites have
quality oem parts for bugs. I have found sites with 75 and 90 amp generators for sale. To me a
90amp or 75amp generator hopefully represents new technology and should have specs
published with it showing the adjustments for voltage regulation, etc. This car cannot be a
classic restore. I am very busy with boats and was just seeking advice from persons like
yourself who have experience I lack with this vehicle. I prefer guidance in this instance. I am
doing all the work and the only way I can learn is to find out how not to fall into cheap part
traps. I just searched some sites and was curious about the higher output generators. I was

thinking the amp generator or even alternator conversion would not be enough to meet the
needs of my electrical plans. I plan on installing a 2nd battery to power the sound system and
help with the loads. I would appreciate links to reputable OEM sites to buy parts. I purchased
the Duralast starter from Autozone here in the states because the old starter did not work. I will
replace it but now I had better do that and check the flywheel teeth too. I get the loss of power
after I drive for 20 plus minutes, shut off, then go to next destination. I can drive a little ways
after a successful start then the car starts to die. I will learn this car, I have not bought cheap
non-oem parts yet and do not plan on it. I accepected the car without knowledge and I seek that
from you guys to help me make good decisions. I found out from a previous owner the harness,
coil, electronic ignition, etc were oem from MaMotorworks and replaced by European auto shop
here in the states so, hopefully I dont need to make total replacement of all the parts I mention. I
hope this clarifies my situation as to why I am doing this. I just seek guidance to help with the
research part, maybe some knowledge how to diagnose Beetles, and I can do the work myself.
Notify me of followup comments via e-mail. Your email:. Here are three different methods that
can be used to set your ignition timing: These steps apply to all methods: Turn the engine using
the crankshaft pulley nut until the rotor button remove distributor cap so you can see the rotor
button is aligned with the groove in the distributor rim and the timing mark on the crankshaft
pulley is aligned with the crankcase seem. NOTE: If your pulley has two timing marks the one
on the right is 10 degrees BTC before top dead center and the one on the left is for 7. Crankshaft
Pulley Timing Marks. Distributor Advance Unit. How to Keep Your Volkswagen Alive: A Manual
of Step-by-Step Procedures for the Compleat Idiot First published in , this classic manual of
automotive repair equips VW owners with the knowledge to handle every situation they will
come across with any air-cooled Volkswagen built through , including Bugs, Karmann Ghias,
vans, and campers. March 3, at pm. March 4, at am. April 23, at am. Matt says:. May 19, at am.
June 12, at pm. Mozza says:. June 25, at am. Kevin says:. October 16, at am. Clyde says:.
February 15, at pm. March 22, at am. Lindsey says:. March 30, at pm. Brett says:. April 19, at am.
VWNut says:. April 19, at pm. April 20, at pm. July 5, at pm. Walt says:. July 8, at pm.
Anonymous says:. July 12, at pm. August 10, at pm. September 9, at am. October 6, at am.
Stuart says:. October 8, at am. November 28, at am. Bill says:. December 4, at pm. Mike says:.
March 12, at pm. April 16, at pm. May 9, at pm. Jimmy says:. July 9, at pm. July 19, at pm. July
20, at am. July 27, at pm. August 23, at pm. Dennis Humes says:. June 21, at am. James Ball
says:. January 6, at am. January 15, at am. Jim Haley says:. January 21, at am. Brandon says:.
February 24, at am. March 13, at pm. May 3, at pm. James Fulmer says:. September 2, at pm.
December 16, at pm. Dennis keya says:. Albert Peter Insua says:. June says:. March 23, at pm.
RayRay says:. March 29, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Comment Notify me of followup comments via e-mail Name Email Website. Also, you
will eventually find out that the cylinder and distributor numbers do not follow the same pattern,
which you would think is the logical solution. Here's a simple diagram to keep things straight:.
This applies to all wasserboxer waterboxer or WBX Vanagon engines. Keep things simple, front
is front. Another thing to keep in mind - a common slang term for the distributor is "dizzy" or
simply "diz". You will see this used a lot in forums, etc. Printing off the above diagram and
storing it in an easy-access spot is a good idea. If you go this route, just make sure you keep it
away from any heat source! Keeping it in the glovebox seems like a good, safe place to me.
Another item that's closely related to the distributor is cylinder identification. Here's a diagram
for that:. If you want both of the above diagrams together, here's a couple more quick reference
guides that combine the two. Obviously, pick the one that makes the most sense to you:. Who
We Are Disclaimer Disclosure. What are the distributor numbers and firing order? Hello, I'm
Eric. I started beetle. I drive a '67 Beetle daily and love to share vintage Volkswagen stories with
the world. VW animations are fun. I made one of my engine a bit ago that showed the day I got it
and the condition today. Examine the rim of the distributor. On the left side of the vacuum
canister the saucer-shaped part affixed to the side of the distributor body there will be a large
notch in the rim of the distributor. Look at the inside of the distributor cap. There will be a
corresponding nub which will fit exactly into that notch on the distributor rim. Install the
capâ€”lift and
2000 cadillac deville crankshaft sensor
chevy cavalier stereo wiring diagram
2002 ford f 250 xlt
push the clips on either side so that they snap firmly into place. The cap should be sitting
squarely on the distributor body. Number one spark plug wire will insert into the cap hole which
is between the vacuum canister and the first clip on the right side of the vacuum
canisterâ€”going counterclockwise. Number two, still going counterclockwise, will fit into the

next hole. Number 3 into the next hole and number 4 into the last hole, bringing you to the left
side of the vacuum canister. Be sure that you push the spark plug wires firmly into place! They
must bottom into each hole. They may be difficult to push inâ€”this is so that they will not
vibrate loose. I hope that this is clear enough. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Like this: Like Loading Share this post: Twitter Facebook
Pinterest. All Posts Website. Eric May 30, at am. Tattoo May 29, at pm. Where is number 1 on
cap and what order do they go Reply. Leave a Comment Cancel reply.

